ABSTRACT. Let X be a separable metric space and let f be a family of countably many self-maps of X. Then there is a countable subalgebra 2ft of the Boolean algebra of regular open subsets of X which is a base for X such that for each fe& the function <ï> f :£$ -» 38 defined by <& f (B) = (f~x(B))~° is a homomorphism. It is well-known, and easy to prove, that (RO(X), A, V, 0,1, ') with 0 = 0 and 1 =X is a complete Boolean algebra, see e.g. [5, §2].
U' = (X-U)°.
It is well-known, and easy to prove, that (RO(X), A, V, 0,1, ') with 0 = 0 and 1 =X is a complete Boolean algebra, see e.g. [5, §2] .
1. Introduction. Let X be a space and let /:X-»X be continuous. The function $ f : RO(X) -» RO(X) defined by is a very natural operator from RO(X) into RO(X). Unfortunately, simple examples show that <& f need not be a homomorphism. This suggests the question whether one can always find a subalgebra £fc <= RO(X) such that <ï> f | £$:£$->RO(X) is a homomorphism. Of course, this question has a very simple answer. If <38 = {0, X}, then 38 is as required. Therefore one should ask the question whether one can always find a large subalgebra 38 c RO(X) such that O f |38:33-^RO(X) is a homomorphism. A large subalgebra of RO(X) should be dense in RO(X) (dense as a subset of RO(X)) and therefore we are interested in subalgebras ^cRO(X) which are a 77-base, or even a base, for the topology of X If 38cz RO(X) is a subalgebra such that O f | 33:08->RO(X) is a homomorphism, then <ï> f | <ï> f (SB) need not be a homomorphism. If a large subalgebra £&<= RO(X) exists such that $ f | ^ is a homomorphism, then one could ask the question whether one can find a subalgebra g'czRO(X) such that 4> f | <£, $ f | <t> f (< §), O/1 $ / (<E> / (^)),..., are all homomorphisms. The aim of this paper is to construct such subalgebras. and (5) if fe& and Ue°U then f-\U)e<U. We then let & be the smallest subalgebra of RO(X) containing °U. The properties of % are used to prove that $ft is as required.
Countable bases are usually constructed by induction using at each step of the induction that only finitely many basis elements have been constructed so far. However, in our situation, if we want to define a certain element of % say U, we must define it in such a way that we are allowed to add f~n(U) to °U for each neN and fe&. Consequently, already after the first step of the induction we have a countably infinite collection. This causes some technical problems.
Let X, Y be spaces and let /:X->X be continuous. The mapping / can be raised to Y provided that there exists a continuous surjection r:Y^ X and a map f'.Y^Y such that f o T = r°f. Anderson [2] , showed that any map defined on a compact space X can be raised to a map defined on a compact zero-dimensional space. There is a clever proof of this fact which is due to de Groot and which is simpler than Anderson's argument and which can easily be generalized to the effect that countably many mappings can always be simultaneously raised to a zero-dimensional space, Baayen [3, 3.4.19 is uncountable and for each ô G A take a point
Claim. Take / 0 G^. Then A 0 = {8GA: f 0 (a(8))^8} is countable. Suppose that A 0 is uncountable. Clearly / 0 (a(ô))>ô for each 6GA 0 . Consequently, This easily implies that % satisfies (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5).
•
That each space has a basis which satisfies (3) was first shown by Aarts [1] and Steiner and Steiner [6] . We are now prepared to give the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2.7
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We may assume that <p _1 e^ for all homeomorphisms <pe&. Let % be as in Theorem 2.6 and let £ft = ((%)), the smallest Boolean subalgebra of RO(X) containing °U. We claim that £ft is as required. Take it follows that £^r 1 (Ui.^n(Bd(^)UBd(V0)) = Ui.^n(r 1 (Bd((7 i ))ur 1 (Bd(V i ))).
Since, by (1) and (4) 
RO(Y) -> RO(X) defined by T#(U) = X-T(Y-U) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let £ft be as in Theorem 1.1 and let Y be the Stone space of 38, i.e. the space of all ultrafilters of 38 and observe that Y is a compact zerodimensional metric space (since 38 is countable). Define T: Y-^X by {T( P )}= n B.
Bep
As is well-known, since 38 is a basis for X, r is well-defined, continuous and onto. In addition, since 38 is a subalgebra of RO(X), the function An easy check shows that T ° / = / ° T.
